WORSHIP MULTI TRACK
PROVIDERS COMPARED

Our take on
key features

MultiTracks.com

Loop Community

Fly Worship

Praisecharts

Worship Backing Band

Likely the market leader.
Designed for larger
churches and highly
competent musicians with
good technical ability to
use Ableton.

Snapping at MultiTracks.
com’s heels, Loop has a
wide selection of songs
from Master recordings,
Premium and Community
provided songs.
No lead vocals.

A large library of
MultiTracks have been
added to Praisecharts’
traditional offering of sheet
music, lead sheets and
chord charts. Tracks are
(we understand) recordings
rather than original
masters.

Simple-to-use Player that
incorporates lead and
backing vocals. Ideal
for smaller churches on a
budget.

A huge library of songs
with complex pricing
structure. Subscription
option provides access to
a limited number of songs
per month but not in WAV
format. This could get very
expensive very quickly.

Comprehensive Player
from UK-based Fly
Worship with all the
technical bells and whistles
such as lyric projection and
background animations.
These extra gadgets
arguably result in higher
levels of complexity of use.
Low cost subscription
service keeps users tied
in. Tracks not available
outside subscription.

There is no proprietary
Player so tracks need to
be used in a DAW such as
Ableton.

Tracks can’t be used
outside of Fly apps.
Comprehensive library.
Songs in 3 keys (other
providers use in-app
transposition).

At nearly $30 per track
pricing is at the high end of
the spectrum.

No lead vocals.
Songs include original
Masters (with exclusive
rights to distribute original
Hillsong recordings).

MultiTrack
Player

Not all tracks available
outside the Prime App.
Recordings inevitably
inconsistent due to
wide range of track
suppliers (any one song
has a confusing array of
multiple track providers to
choose from).
The download process
with Prime has led to
some complaints about
compressed sound issues.

No vocals or audio cue
stem mixes.

Ableton ($99-$749)
or similar DAW.

Ableton ($99-$749) or
similar DAW.

Playback (iOS only) –
free but to unlock all the
features a $6 monthly fee
is charged

Prime App (iOS and Mac
only) – free

Price of
single
MultiTracks

$29 for own app

$19.99 - $24.99
(not all available as WAVs
which you’ll need for
Ableton or similar)

Subscription/
rental offer

Playback App use only:
16 songs a month - $59.99
20 songs a month - $74.99
25 songs a month - $89.99
30 songs a month - $99.99
(These are rented for
the app rather than
downloaded for use
in a DAW)

No subscription

Save up to 25% with
credits

125 credits cost $119
($6 saving)

N/A

Looptimus $299

Optional – pricing for Fly
pedal not available

(note you lose
access to tracks
when your
subscription/
one month rental
expires)

Bundle
pricing

Up to $39 for WAVs

Foot
controller

No lead vocals.

Provided with subscription

Lowest cost of
all the providers.
Library includes most of
the CCLI Top 250 and
more but tracks from
MultiTracks.com or Loop
Community can be used in
the WBB Player.
Click track and vocal cue
options for band mix.
iPad Player offers additional
fading and between-song
pad options.
Transparent pricing on
website.

Ableton ($99-$749) or
similar DAW only. No
simplified player as offered
by other providers.

Mac/PC Player
$49.99 / £34.99

Only available via
subscription

$29.95 per MultiTrack

$17 (£13) per MultiTrack
(includes own app tracks
and WAVs)

$14.95 per month for
personal edition

No subscription

No subscription

iPad Player ($19.99)
Tracks work in any DAW
inc GarageBand (free)

All purchases are for life

$34.95 per month for
standard + apps

Songs can be moved
between devices

Note – you have to create
an account to get access
to prices

A credits system offers
a bulk buy discount of
18-23%

Various bundles taking
prices as low as $10
(£8) per track
Optional - works with any
midi or USB foot pedal

Lead vocals

No lead vocals

No lead vocals

No lead or backing vocals

No lead vocals

Chord charts

$2

Purchase via Praise Charts
$2.50+

In-app

$2.50

$2.45 (+ bulk buy
discounts)

Split track
(MP3/MP4s)

Accompaniment Tracks $8

Split Tracks available for
a limited number of songs
- $4.95

$5 (£4) each with bundles
going to $3 (£2.50) per track

Lead vocals stem
Backing vocals stem

Customised tracks $12+

No vocals
Use in any DAW

Compilation DVDs also
an option at a lower cost
per track

